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several constituencies1 would have beenforbidden to vote in more
than one) was likewise shelved. The formal ground alleged was
that any change in the franchise ought, as in 1884, to be accom-
panied by a redistribution of seats. But this, of course, deceived
nobody.
At the beginning of 1907 some changes were made in the
cabinet. Bryce was sent to Washington as British ambassador—
an appointment welcomed by all parties on both sides of the
Atlantic; and in his place Birrell became Irish secretary, being
himself replaced at the board of education by McKenna. The
new minister introduced two bills in attempted substitution for
BirrelTs—the first, a one-clause makeshift, early in 1907, and the
second, which was more ambitious, early in 1908; but both were
withdrawn before passing through the commons. After Camp-
bell-Bannerman's death Runciman succeeded McKenna at the
board of education, and following negotiations with Dr. Randall
Davidson, the exceptionally able archbishop of Canterbury,
brought in yet a fourth Education Bill. This, however, though
sponsored by the archbishop, was rejected by his church at a
Representative Church Council meeting (3 December 1908);
and being also objected to by the Roman catholics and by some
of the school teachers, it had to be withdrawn. In many aspects
it was the best bill of the four; and its loss was not unreasonably
deplored by Asquith, then prime minister, in very strong terms.
No further attempt was made in this field; and the commons'
will remained frustrated.
In 1907 the chief contentious measures were a series of land
bills. Land reform had been very prominent in radical pro-
grammes since the eighties, and the labour members were also
intent on it. The bills introduced were four—a Small Holdings
Bill for England, an Evicted Tenants Bill for Ireland, a Small
Landholders (Scotland) Bill, and a Land Values (Scotland) BUI.
The first two were only let through by the lords subject to such
mutilations as deprived them of nearly all value. The two Scot-
tish bills were destroyed.
Campbell-Bannerman's considered answer to the lords* tactics
had already been given at midsummer 1907, when he moved a
1 In the prc-igi8 days, when totals on the register were so much smaller and
different constituencies were not polled simultaneously, plural voters appreciably
weighted the scale on the side of property. (It was normal for a business man to
record two votes, and in such a business as a multiple shop he might record a
dozen.)

